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ABSTRACT. To complement a technique to detect internal structures of seasonal
snow covers and glacier firn with ground-penetrating radar (GPR), we carried out calibration experiments and an observation of winter snow cover (5.7 m thick dry snow with
numerous ice layers) with an 800 MHz GPR. In particular, we aimed to discriminate
periodic noise, which is inherent in GPR, from radar echoes and to obtain a relationship
between the observed reflection strength and the magnitude of density contrasts. Experiments were done in air to evaluate noise levels and receiver characteristics of this system.
Based on these, we removed noise from radar echoes in the snow-cover observation. We
recognized numerous marked echoes in a noise-free radargram. The depths of these
echoes coincided roughly with those of large density contrasts observed in the snow pit.
Thus, we argue that the echoes correspond to thin ice layers. Furthermore, the minimum
density contrasts detected by this GPR are found to vary from about 100 to 250 kg m^3 at
1^6 m depth in the seasonal snow cover.
1. INTRODUCTION
Snow depositional patterns in mountain regions are irregular and complicated due to wind directions in storms, topography and vegetation. It is essential to know the spatial
distribution of snow deposition for the study of glacier mass
balances and for the estimation of water resources from
seasonal snow. However, conventional surveys with snow
coring or snow pits are not suitable for investigations over
wide areas. Thus, the development of remote-sensing techniques for snow covers has been much demanded.
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is one of the most effective methods for studying spatial variations of snow,
because portable GPRs enable us to carry out quick surveys
for long distances without disturbing snow covers. Kohler
and others (1997) made a GPR survey in the accumulation
area of Handangerjkullen, Norway, and showed that
depths of radar reflections coincided well with the depths
of permittivity contrasts due to density variation in the
upper 10 m snow layer. Pinglot and others (2001) detected
snow and ice interfaces with GPR over a vast area in Austfonna, Svalbard, and estimated the distribution of mass
balance. In addition, GPRs have been widely used for structural and hydrological studies of glaciers: namely entrained
subglacial sediments at Bakaninbreen, Svalbard (Murray
and others, 1997), buried crevasses in ice streams in West
Antarctica (Retzlaff and Bentley, 1993; Clarke and Bentley,
1994), the hydrothermal structure of a polythermal glacier
in Svalbard (Moore and others, 1999), and water content
within Fallj˛kull, Iceland (Murray and others, 2000). How-
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ever, these studies were mainly based on travel time, i.e. spatial variation of depths of reflectors. A quantitative method
to interpret radar-echo intensity is not yet well established.
Moreover, because GPR data contain periodic noise, which
is inherent in the nature of GPR, it is important to remove
the noise for quantitative radar-echo analyses.
The present paper aims at evaluating and improving the
technique and method of investigating internal structures of
snow covers using GPR. First, we carried out calibration experiments with the GPR in an open space to determine a
noise level and calibrate the receiver. Second, we made a
radar survey of winter snow cover in a mountain region,
and interpreted radar echoes based on the calibration experiments. Finally, we compared the reflection strength
with snow-pit data to discuss minimum detectable density
contrasts in snow.
2. METHODS
The GPR used for this study is an 800 MHz Ramac GPR
system manufactured by Mla GeoScience, Sweden. This
frequency corresponds to a wavelength of 0.32 m in snow of
density 200 kg m^3, and 0.26 m in 500 kg m^3. A performance test of this GPR at Athabasca Glacier, Canada, is
briefly described by Matsuoka and others (2003).
2.1. Experiments for radar calibration
Two kinds of calibrating experiments were conducted in the
open space of the experimental farm of Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan. First, the GPR transmitter was placed
upside down on the ground. Thus, most of the transmitted
wave was radiated toward the sky. Received signals in
this experiment were regarded as the noise level of the
instrument.
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Fig. 1. Time series of received signals for the GPR projected
upward in the open space. Signal level for 155T 550 ns is
enlarged in panel b. T ¼ 70 ns corresponds to the distance of
10.5 m in air. Estimated noise level is illustrated by a gray
zone.
Fig. 2. Log^log plot of the distance dependency of GPR signal
strength. Error bars indicate the noise level at each depth.
Secondly, in order to calibrate the receiver, we put a
metal board (2 m by 1m) in the air, and radio waves were
transmitted toward the board which was placed successively
at 16 points of distances 0.8^5 m from the transmitter. The
received power Pr is affected by dielectric properties of the
medium and system parameters. The fundamental relation
among them is described by the radar equation as
Pr ¼

P t G 2  2 2
ð4Þ2 ð2dÞ2

expð2dÞ ;

ð1Þ

where Pt is the transmitting power, G is the antenna gain, 
is the wavelength in a vacuum,  is the scattering cross-section of the target,  is the attenuation coefficient and d is the
distance (depth) of the target (e.g. Bogorodsky and others,
1985). The Ramac GPR (like most other GPRs) does not
detect signals: the received
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ signal is a time series of the received voltage Vr ð¼ Pr Z ; Z: antenna impedance). Then
we obtain a radar equation for GPR data analysis as
Vr ¼ S

expðdÞ
:
d

ð2Þ

Here, S is composed of system parameters (S 2 ¼ Pt G2 Z2 =
ð8Þ2 ). In the case of open space,  ¼ 0 and Vr is inversely
proportional to d. To examine characteristics of the receiver,
we measured the GPR signal strength A (16-bit digital
values of system output) for various distances d. From this
experiment, a relation between A and Vr, and the numerical
value of S were obtained.
2.2. Observation of seasonal snow
We conducted a field observation of seasonal snow cover at
Murodou-daira (36‡34’ N, 137‡36’ E; 2450 m a.s.l.), Tateyama, Japan, in April 2001. The snow-cover thickness was
5.7 m, and the snow was dry except for the surface 15 cm
layer. On a wide, flat area, we carried out a continuous
GPR measurement along a survey line of about 10 m. The
antenna unit was towed on the snow surface; this disturbed
snow within the top 10 cm. Near the survey line, we made a
5.7 m deep snow pit to measure the stratigraphy, density,
grain-size and temperature in the snow cover.
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3. RESULTS
3.1. Calibrating experiments
3.1.1. Noise level of GPR
Figure 1 shows received signal strength A of the GPR
against the two-way travel time T obtained by the first experiment. After the direct wave from the transmitting antenna to the receiver in T 55 ns, two distinct zones are
specified: one is a zone of decreasing A with T (about 5
5T 5 30 ns), and the other is a zone of almost stable A
(30 ns 5T ). When the stacking number increases, A
becomes a single wave form in the former region, whereas
in the latter A decreases with the stacking number. Therefore, we regard the former as periodic noise following the
direct wave, and the latter as white noise. We assume the
noise level as shown by the gray zone in Figure 1, namely
the maximum periodic noise in T 530 ns and three times
the standard deviation of A in T 430 ns.We carried out five
sets of this experiment on different days, and confirmed the
stability of the instrument.
If the stacking number increases, the effect of white
noise decreases. However, this requires a longer measurement time and reduces mobility in the field. Thus, we set
the stacking number at 8. It took about 0.08 s to obtain one
dataset for the typical case (sampling interval of 0.1ns within the time window of 100 ns).
3.1.2. Distance dependence of GPR signal strength
In Figure 2, the distance dependence of GPR signal
strength A is shown, as obtained from the experiment with
the reflection plate. The relation was fitted with a power
function of distance: A ¼ 1.116104d^0.97 (correlation coefficient: 0.99). This means that A is linearly proportional to Vr,
because Vr is inversely proportional to d in the air ( ¼ 0;
Equation (2)). Furthermore, since the Fresnel reflectivity R
is equal to 1 in this case (metal reflector), S is obtained as
1.116104.
3.2. GPR signals from within seasonal snow
Figure 3a displays a raw radargram along the 10 m survey
line. We clearly observed the snow/soil interface at 5.7 m
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Fig. 3. Results of seasonal snow survey. (a) Radargram along the 10 m survey line to show rawA data. (b) Noise-free radargram.
Squares in (a) and (b) indicate the location of the snow pit. (c) Radar echoes at the snow-pit site (solid line) and noise level
(gray zone). Strengths of received signals and noise levels are modified by multiplying the depth to compensate for geographical
spreading of radio waves. (d) Distributions of snow density and ice layers (horizontal gray lines). Density is obtained for each
sub-layer with uniform snow type and grain-size. Straight lines between (c) and (d) show the equivalence of two-way travel time
and depth of major ice layers and density contrasts. (e) Stratigraphy of the snow cover. Snow types are, from the surface to the
bottom, granular snow (marked by gs), compacted snow (cs), solid-type depth hoar (sd) and depth hoar (dh).
depth, which was confirmed by a pit study. However, this
radargram includes not only radar echoes but also noise.
Removing the periodic and white noise, namely setting A
smaller than the experimental noise level to zero (Fig. 1), a
noise-free radargram is shown in Figure 3b. Figure 3c indicates radar echoes at the center of the 1.5 m wide snow pit.
Horizontal band structures in T 57 ns are mostly caused by
the direct wave and the periodic noise. Following this, A exceeds the noise level and varies horizontally and vertically
(10 ns5T 524 ns), which suggests that the GPR detects the
internal structure of snow covers. On the other hand, in the
layers of 245T 555 ns, no significant fluctuations in A were
recognized.
Snow-pit data are shown in Figure 3d and e. Snow density changes from 350 kg m^3 in the upper layer to about
550 kg m^3 at 4^5 m depth.There are a number of ice layers,
mostly thinner than 2 cm but about 5 cm thick near the
bottom. The largest density contrast between snow layers is
measured as 70 kg m^3 at 5.3 m depth. We used this density
profile to convert T into d, as shown with straight lines
between Figure 3c and d. The snow type was mostly compacted snow in the shallow layer and solid-type depth hoar
in the deeper layer.

4. DISCUSSION
Based on calibration experiments and snow observations,
we discuss a relationship between the density contrasts
within snow and GPR signal strength. Among the system
parameters, impedance Z depends on the snow surface condition. However, since the study line is short (10 m), we
assume Z to be constant for all measurements. Also, we
apply the noise level, the linearity of A with Vr, and S
obtained by radar calibration in air to snow measurements;
although it is not clear whether these assumptions are reasonable, our result seems to justify them (see below). Radiowave absorption rate within snow () is another unknown
parameter. Dielectric measurements of ice at temperatures
5^10‡C (Fujita and others, 2000) and Arrhenius dependence of conductivity suggest that absorption of radio waves

within ice at ^5‡C is only 4% when the ice depth is 5 m.
Therefore, we neglect the absorption within snow. Under
these assumptions, we obtain  from A ð ¼ Ad/(1.116104)
derived from Equation (2)), which is shown in Figure 4. The
solid line in the figure indicates a detection limit, which is
equivalent to  when we put the noise level into A.
Figure 4 also shows the Fresnel reflectivity R derived
from the density profile using an experimental relation
between density and permittivity (Tiuri and others, 1984)
and a simple theoretical relation between R and permittivity changes (Paren,1981).We calculated R for all density contrasts. If the reflection surface (i.e. density contrast horizon)
is flat,  equals R, and if the surface undulates  is proportional to R (Ulaby and others,1981).
We observed significantly large values of  at depths of
1^2 m and around 5.7 m.Values of R are also relatively large
at these depths. However, the depth of  does not exactly
coincide with that of R. This is probably because of interference among reflected waves from many ice layers; spacing of
ice layers varies from 1 to 34 cm, most of which are much
smaller than one wavelength. Numerous R values smaller
than 0.03 were found at depths of 3^5.5 m, where we did
not obtain significant  values. Near the bottom (around
5.7 m),  is about two or three times R. Reflections off the
deep ice layers may interfere with reflections off the soil/
snow interface. Except for this large depth,  and R show
similar magnitudes at depths of 1^2 m. These imply that experimental assumptions based on radar calibrations in the
air (e.g. noise level and S) are reasonable. For simplicity,
we assume  = R for the further discussion.
The detection limit in Figure 4 indicates how small the
smallest density contrasts that can be detected with the GPR
are. First, we consider density contrasts within snow. The
profile of the detection limit shows that the GPR detects
smaller  in 205T 539 ns (equivalent to 2^4 m depth in
this study). The minimum  (= 0.032) corresponds to
density contrasts of 300^400 kg m^3, and 400^510 kg m^3.
Although this estimate is very approximate, we suggest that
the minimum detectable density contrast with this GPR is
4100 kg m^3. It varies from about 100 to 250 kg m^3 at 1^
6 m depth in the studied seasonal snow cover.
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between tens of MHz and several GHz. The Ramac GPR,
for example, has five frequency units (100, 250, 500, 800 and
1000 MHz). We did not investigate which frequency is best
for seasonal snow and glacier firn surveys in this study. In
general, however, a radar lower frequency has lower resolution. If one uses a higher frequency, radar echoes may be
too complex to interpret due to scattering within heterogeneous snow, and penetration depth will be much smaller in
wet snow. Thus, we argue that a frequency around 500^
800 MHz is most useful for investigating seasonal snow
and glacier firn with thickness smaller than about 10 m.
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Fig. 4. Depth variations in observed reflection strength 
(solid circles) derived from measured A with some assumptions (see text), and theoretical reflection strength, namely the
Fresnel reflectivity R (open circles), calculated at all possible
reflection interfaces such as density changes and ice layers. 
and R for the snow and soil interface (horizontal gray line)
are shown with solid and open squares, assuming the permittivity of soil to be 5.The solid line indicates the minimum detection limit of the instrument obtained from the open-space
experiment (Fig. 1). Two-way travel time was converted to
depth with the density profile (Fig. 3c).
Second, we consider the snow/ice interface. An interface
between ice (917 kg m^3) and snow (400 kg m^3) gives R ¼
0.14. The GPR can detect this only if the interface exists at
T 47 ns (d > 0.7 m in this study). If the snow density is
smaller than that, ice layers can be detected over a larger
depth range. This indicates that the GPR detects ice layers
within typical dry seasonal snow covers with densities
5400 kg m^3 except for the top several tens of centimeters.
Though radio-wave scattering within real snow is much
more complex than we assumed here ( ¼ R),  and R are
seen to be of almost the same magnitude in layers 1^2 m
deep (Fig. 4).
5. CONCLUSIONS
A combination of calibration experiments with winter snow
observations provides basic knowledge on the GPR method
for investigating internal structures of seasonal snow and
glacier firn. Calibration experiments give a reference to distinguish real radar echoes from GPR signals which contain
periodic noise and white noise. The noise level changes with
two-way travel time, and it shows a minimum for 2^4 m
depth in normal snow covers. Moreover, GPR signal
strengths matched the expected magnitudes from the radar
equation: they are inversely proportional to distance. This
suggests that, in addition to two-way travel time, signal
strength can provide useful glaciological information.
Rough agreements between GPR-derived and density-derived reflectivities support this idea. Under optimum conditions, the GPR is capable of detecting density contrasts
4100 kg m^3. Although interference between radio waves
reflected from numerous ice layers prevents the exact determination of ice-layer depths, we expect that the GPR detects ice layers in seasonal snow covers.
Commercial GPRs are available at various frequencies
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